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Abstract—Sleep positions have an impact on sleep quality and
therefore need to be further analyzed. Current research on
position tracking includes only the four basic positions. In the
context of wearable devices, energy efficiency is still an open issue.
This research presents a way to detect eight positions with higher
granularity under energy efficient constraints. Generalized Ma-
trix Learning Vector Quantization is used, as it is a fast and
appropriate method for environments with limited computation
resources, and has not been seen for this kind of application
before. The overall model trained on individuals performs with an
averaged accuracy of 99.8%, in contrast to an averaged accuracy
of 83.62% for grouped datasets. Real world application gives an
accuracy of around 98%. The results show that energy efficiency
will be feasible, as performance stays similar for lower sampling
rate. This is a step towards a mobile solution which gives more
insight in person’s sleep behaviour.
I. INTRODUCTION
Human behaviour analysis plays a significant role in smart
healthcare and assisted living [1], [6], [7]. Among them,
sleep is an important subject for people of all age groups.
The elderly and people suffering from sleep disturbances can
particularly benefit from sleep monitoring systems. Current
research on sleep quality attempts to build a real world sleep
tracking system. This enables people to gain insight into
their own sleeping behaviour. Sleep quality is influenced by
different sleeping positions [15]. For example, there exists
a relationship between sleep postures and sleep parameters
such as waking episodes. Moreover, as sleep positions are
independent from sleep stages [13], it is necessary for an
effective sleep quality assessment to include both.
The four main sleep positions are supine, prone, left lateral,
and right lateral, which can be measured during sleep while
there is no movement. Postures with a higher granularity
need to be considered, as leg positioning could lead to hip
rotation resulting in back pain [8]. In general, motivations for
sleep position tracking are often found in the prevention of
pressure ulcers [17], [24] or sleep apnea [5]. Research has
been done to monitor the four basic sleep postures taking into
account simulated and real world data using different sleep
position trackers. Those trackers can be grouped into three
categories. The first category uses sensors installed in the bed
[3], [10], [16], [17], [24]. The issue with this method is, that
it cannot distinguish between the supine and prone positions.
Furthermore, this is an immobile system as it requires sensors
to be installed in or on the bed. The second category uses
wearable devices [2], [14], [15], [21], which provide a mobile
solution and are able to monitor different people in the same
bed. A disadvantage is that the sensors have to be worn on
the body, which can possibly lead to discomfort. The last
category uses imaging [11]. Although, it can result in better
position recognition, the main disadvantages of using imaging,
e.g., cameras or kinect sensors, are the privacy issues people
have and the inability of the system to accurately recognize
positions through blankets [11].
As stated above, wearable devices are commonly used to track
sleep positions. Two of the remaining issues are to find a
robust and energy efficient method and track positions with
finer granularity. In this study 3-axis accelerometer data was
collected using three Shimmer3 devices, worn on the ankles
and the chest in both a simulated and real world setting. To
improve the usability and comfort of wearable solutions there
is a need for this type of sensor to be integrated into clothing
[22]. Some integrated sensors for motion detection are already
on the market like Enflux [9] or Xsens MVN [18]. This goes
even further in [23], where a method is proposed that enables
wearing sensor technologies directly on the skin. An approach
using wearable devices can therefore become more practical.
Eight positions were tracked and classified using Generalized
Matrix Learning Vector Quantization (GMLVQ) [19]. Similar
to the k-nearest neighbours (kNN) algorithm, GMLVQ is
a distance based classifier. However, it only computes the
distance between a novel data pattern and the model’s proto-
types. Consequently, GMLVQ scales better, since the number
of prototypes does not increase, when new data become
available. This makes GMLVQ a fast and appropriate method
for environments with limited computational resources. In this
work the performance is tested during various experiments
under normal and energy efficient settings. These experiments
look at individual and grouped datasets. Moreover, results from
lower sampling rate and fewer features are provided.
The concept presented here looks into the possibility for a
mobile solution validated on real world data. In addition to
the four basic positions, the presented research recognizes
five more classes (overall eight positions plus the transition
between them). Furthermore, experiments are conducted using
GLMVQ to investigate the possibility of a more energy
efficient system, by using the constructed model to reduce the
number of features necessary.
The paper is structured in the following way. Section II
discusses the related work. In Section III the approach for the
sleep position recognition is described. Section IV presents
the data analysis and their results which are discussed in
Section V. Section VI concludes the conducted position recog-
nition approach and describes possible future extension.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section the three main sleep position monitoring ap-
proaches discussed, are: sensors installed in and on the bed,
wearable devices, and imaging sensors.
Pressure sensors integrated in the bed or bed sheets report
generally a high level of accuracy (over 90%) and sug-
gest the possibility to detect body location and posture in
the bed. For this approach different methodologies are used
including: pressure amplitude value change embedded in a
logistic regression model [3], pressure image analysis [12],
[17], Bayesian classifier [10], and an algorithm combining
normalization, Eigenspace projection, and a kNN classifier
[24]. The approaches try to distinguish up to 13 different
positions [16] showing difficulties with distinguishing the
prone from the supine position. In the studies, data from a
different number of subjects were collected. In most cases,
data was collected in a simulated setting, from two [10], three
[3], six [24], nine [16] and 20 [17] participants. Liu et al. [12]
collected data from 14 subjects in a simulated, and three in a
real world situation. In all those studies only Barsocchi et al.
[3] addresses energy efficiency by keeping the sampling rate
as low as possible, i.e., 10Hz.
The second approach uses wearable devices to gather data
from 3-axis acceleration sensors.Nam et al. [14] developed
a sleep quality calculation method including the sleep po-
sitions and stages, apnea, and sleep time. The four main
sleeping poses are tracked from data gathered from a three-
axis accelerometer placed on the hip and evaluated with a
portable diagnostic system. Barsocchi [2] includes a wearable
device on the chest and three fixed environmental devices. Five
positions (four main plus lateral in a 30% incline) are classified
using the received signal strength measured among the fixed
devices. Data was collected in a standard bedroom on two
participants with 8Hz sampling frequency. Extracted features
include mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis when
one receiver is used. Cross correlation is included when more
than one sensor is used. Besides detecting the positions,
the study also included the detection of motion versus no-
motion. In all cases kNN always performs slightly better
than Support Vector Machines. A 100% accuracy is achieved
for recognizing three of the five positions and 85% for the
other two. Van Laerhoven et al. [21] uses tilt switches on
the dominant wrist to be able to detect eight postures during
the sleep. These postures include the four main positions plus
four intermediate positions based on angle, e.g., left-prone.
The go-to-bed and wake up time were analyzed using motion
and ambient light. The data for sleep posture detection came
from four subjects during nine nights. Their results show the
limitations of the used devices, as some postures have the same
tilt switch output. An average precision of 80% was achieved
for three of the main positions, which are supine, left and right
lateral and 73% for the extended postures. [25] presented an
approach for a sleep quality measurement including position
detection with an accelerometer placed on the chest giving an
accuracy for the four basic positions of 99%.
The third approach is based on imaging analysis techniques.
Lee et al. [11] applied a kinect sensor hung over the bed
to distinguish five different common sleep postures from 20
students. There are three limitations. Firstly, the system only
works with people who do not use a blanket during the night.
Secondly, prone and supine positions are not distinguishable.
Thirdly, privacy issues arise when imaging device are used.
This paper addressed the following open issues using a
wearable approach, which is less privacy sensitive and still
mobile. Firstly, the number of positions detected in previous
studies are in general limited to the four basic positions. These
can be extended by positions with higher granularity giving
more insight into sleep behaviour. To investigate this, the
number of sensors is raised to three, to track the relevant
lower limbs movement. Secondly, the performance under
energy consumption restrictions is investigated, e.g., reduced
sampling rate and number of features. Lastly, the existing
research lacks a comparative study about differences of real
world and simulated data.
III. SLEEP POSITION RECOGNITION APPROACH
This section describes the proposed sleep position recognition
approach. This includes an general overview of the concept,
how the data is collected, and a brief review of the GMLVQ
model.
A. General Overview
Sleep position recognition can be divided into three parts, see
Fig. 1. Firstly, the collected accelerometer data from the chest
and legs is classified using the acceleration-moving variance
method [20], into stable and non-stable time windows. Other
methodologies to detect stable states exist, but choosing this
one has the advantage that no other sensor data needs to
be included, e.g., gyroscopes or magnetometers. Secondly,
the stable windows are reduced to a nine dimensional data
vector by calculating the mean value for each of the three
accelerometer axes. Where, for example, XChest denotes the
value of the accelerometer in the X axis. In the last step the
GMLVQ model classifies this feature vector in one of the pre-
trained classes, see Section III-B.
B. Data Collection
Accelerometer data was collected from six healthy partici-
pants, with a sampling frequency of 52Hz. Four males and
two females, in one of the two age groups 28-33(three male,













Fig. 1. Concept of sleep position detection with three Shimmer3 devices
applied on the chest and ankles.
in a simulated scenario. Furthermore, the data collection was
extended for two of the participants (one female, one male) to
a real world setting, where they were continuously monitored
during one night.
The simulated scenario was executed under the most natural
circumstances possible. The participants were in a bed with
a pillow and covered by a blanket. They were asked to wear
three Shimmer3 sensors, one on each of their ankles and one
on the chest, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Note that the sensors
are all placed in the same orientation for all participants. The
participants were told to assume each of the ten most common
sleeping positions [13] for at least 25 seconds in nine cycles.
One cycle consisted of ten positions, and no transition was
performed twice. Figure 2(b) illustrates the positions which
are described below.
Supine position laying on the back with straight legs (S).
Two variations were monitored including right leg bent
(SRLB), and left leg bent (SLLB).
Prone position laying on the stomach (P ).
Left lateral position laying on the left side with either legs
together (LLT ) or right leg bent (LRLB).
Right lateral position laying on the right side with either
legs together (RLT ) or left leg bent (RLLB).
Note that no sensors on the arms are necessary, as the arms
are bent in a similar way in all of the positions. The data was
annotated using a mobile device, controlled by a researcher,
marking the start and end moment of a position.
In the real world scenario two subjects were continuously
monitored for around seven hours using the same sensor
placements as in the simulated scenario. Additionally, the par-
ticipants were recorded to allow later annotation of the stable
periods, meaning the time windows where the participant was
not moving. Those periods were labeled with the positions of
interest and detected by computing the acceleration-moving
variance (α) on all the available acceleration data [20]. The
decision whether a state was stable, was determined by using
a threshold, i.e., α < 0.5, which was found empirically. The
three classes of the right and left lateral positions are fused into
two classes, as legs bent (R/L)LB and legs straight (R/L)LS
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Fig. 2. (a) The placement of the sensors on the body. (b) Illustrates the
monitored positions. The dotted lines indicate the two positions that are
merged into one, e.g., RLS (legs straight) with RLB (legs bent) to RLT .
merging is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) by the square boxes in dotted
line.
The raw accelerometer data were processed by dividing it
into windows of the size of the sampling rate, with an 50%
overlap. The sensor values in the windows were averaged to
obtain the final feature vector for every window. To address
the aspect of energy efficiency the dataset was down-sampled
to approximately 6Hz for certain experiments.
C. Classification Algorithm
This section gives a brief review of the Generalized Matrix
Learning Vector Quantization (GMLVQ) [19]. GMLVQ is
an adaptive distance based supervised learning method. The
model is constructed during the training phase where typical
representations (prototypes) are found for each class. In ad-
dition to the prototypes, the GMLVQ algorithm constructs a
relevance matrix (Λ) that transforms the data in a way such
that classes become better distinguishable. Considering a n
dimensional feature vector ~ξ, and a prototype ~ω, the adaptive
distance measure becomes
dΛ(~ω, ~ξ) = (~ξ − ~ω)T Λ(~ξ − ~ω),
where Λ is a n×n matrix which accounts for the correlations
between the features and rotation of the axes, by weighing
every pair of features, resulting in a more robust performance
[4], [19]. GMLVQ provides an intuitive model that can help
to understand the data, e.g., the prototypes exist in the same
space as the data and can therefore be directly interpreted.
Moreover, the values of the diagonal and off-diagonal of Λ
can be interpreted as the relevance of a single feature and
every combinations of two features respectively [19].
IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
This section describes the analyses of simulated and real world
data to provide insight into personalized and general models.
The individual GMLVQ model is trained using the data from
one person and tested by repeating 10-fold cross-validation,
20 times. The general model trains in a leave-one-person
out manner using a grouped dataset of all other participants
averaged over 20 runs. Additional experiments are done under
simulated energy consumption constraints, by lowering the
sampling rate, and reducing the number of sensors.
A. Sleep Position Model Generalization
The analyses discussed here are designed to provide insight
into possible generalization of the model.
a) Individual Models: A separate repeated cross-validation
analysis is executed for each of the participants. The averaged
accuracy of these validation runs is 99.8%.
b) General Model: The general model is based on a leave-
one-person-out approach. In other words, the system tests
on one person and trains on all the other participants. The
averaged confusion matrix is given in Table I. The confusion
TABLE I
AVERAGED CONFUSION MATRIX FOR THE GENERAL MODEL.
S SLLB SRLB RLT RLLB LLT LRLB P Recall
S 94.3 2.04 3.64 0 0 0 0 0 91.35
SLLB 3.94 96.06 0 0 0 0 0 0 96.24
SRLB 1.83 0 98.17 0 0 0 0 0 98.20
RLT 0 0 0 81.8 18.2 0 0 0 83.30
RLLB 0 0 0 53.41 44.65 0 0 1.93 42.32
LLT 0 0.85 0 0 0 91.7 7.45 0 91.75
LRLB 0 0 0 0 0 30.87 67.35 1.78 67.37
P 0 0 0 0 7.86 0 0 92.14 88.75
Prec. 95.87 96.17 96.33 79.30 63.04 88.71 71.13 96.75 83.62
matrix in Table I shows an overall accuracy of 83.62%, but
also that the model has difficulties with the lateral positions.
Furthermore, the results display a number of misclassifications
between, e.g., the lateral and prone position. A second analysis
shows the increase of performance when the two lateral sub-
classes for right and left lateral respectively, meaning (RLT
and RLLB) and (LLT and LRLB) are fused together. This
results in six positions and 98.31% accuracy.
B. Mechanisms to Improve Energy Efficiency
In this section the performance of the model is analyzed to
gain insight into the possibility of reducing sampling rate and
the number of sensors and features used in order to increase
energy efficiency.
a) Reduced Sampling Rate: For each of the individual models
a dataset, using a sampling frequency of around 6Hz, was
created by down-sampling the original data. This caused no
reduction of performance in the different individual models.
b) Reduced Number of Sensors: A further experiment is
executed using only the sensors that were placed on the
ankles, resulting in an accuracy of 79.71% for eight positions
and 96.08% for six positions, trained as in the generalized
approach. In contrast, the individual models show an output
of around 99.8% accuracy, which is a similar result as for
three sensors.
c) Feature Selection: Using the relevance matrix, Λ, provided
by the GMVLQ model, a feature selection can be done.
The averaged relevance values of the features are included
in Fig. 3(a). Together with the top three ranking, shown in
Fig. 3(b), the three most relevant features are: XChest, ZLeft,
and ZRight. For the individual and the general model the order
of relevance is illustrated in Table II. Note that all of the
combinations are unique.
Applying the experiments on the reduced data shows that
the combination of the three best ranked features gives an
approximate accuracy of 78% for the general model.
TABLE II




























Sub 1 1 9 6 5 4 8 3 2 7
Sub 2 3 9 8 4 7 1 6 5 2
Sub 3 2 9 4 3 5 7 8 6 1
Sub 4 2 9 5 7 6 8 1 4 3
Sub 5 1 8 6 5 2 4 9 3 7
Sub 6 1 5 7 6 2 4 8 3 9
General 1 9 6 5 7 2 4 8 3
C. Application in the Real World
The real world experiment applied the general model on two
real world datasets each containing data of one sleep cycle.
Participant 1 changes between six detectable positions during
one night, S, SLLB , SRLB , RLT , RLLB , LLT . When the gen-
eral model is applied, it results in an averaged accuracy of
98%. When only using the three best features in the general
model the accuracy decreases to 89.5%. In comparison the
individual model gives an averaged accuracy of 58.39%.
Participant 2 changes during the night between the same
six positions as participant one. The general model gives an
averaged accuracy of 97.48%. When only using the three best
features the accuracy decreases to 95.53%. The individual






































































Fig. 3. (a) Averaged relevance matrix diagonal and standard deviation for
every feature. (b) Percentage a feature was in the top 3 most relevant features
of the 20 times 10-fold cross-validation.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Sleep Position Model Generalization
a) Individual Model: The personalized model shows a near
perfect performance on the simulated data. This suggests that
the individuals are consistent in their positioning during the
experiment. The reason for not having a perfect score is most
probably caused by inaccurate annotations, leaking some of the
transitions into the training data. A limitation of this approach
is that it will need to be retrained for every individual,
which requires an annotated dataset, making it impractical.
To solve this an unsupervised learning method which can
handle unlabeled datasets could be implemented. The reason
why an individual model is investigated comes from a privacy
perspective, as in this way no personal information of others
is shared in the model.
b) General Model: A general model provides a prototype
which does not need any data annotation and collection by
an individual. It gives the possibility to provide an off-the-
shelf prototype with reasonable but limited results. These
limitations are caused by representing the general position
information. This can lead to misclassification as positions
have an individual component. The model can likely be
improved in three possible ways. Firstly, by decreasing the
positions tracked to six. Secondly, by training the model with
a small new collected individual annotated dataset. Thirdly,
the misclassification between lateral and prone positions could
potentially be improved using a rule-based approach dividing
the four main positions, followed by training individual models
for the sub-classes with higher granularity, e.g. LT and LRLB .
B. Mechanisms to Improve Energy Efficiency
a) Feature selection: The feature selection shows that the
general model can classify the positions with fewer features.
A trade-off can be made, between accuracy and the need for
computational power.
Table II displays the individuality of different positions, which
means that individual information from subjects is relevant
while training and testing the model. This also implies the
possibility of distinguishing the people based on their model.
This can be the reason why the general model is less accurate
than the individual models, for some of the subjects.
b) Reduced Sampling Rate: To address the aspect of energy
efficiency the sampling rate was reduced. Despite this reduc-
tion, the same amount of information of the positions was
still available in the stable state data, resulting in similar
high performance. This emphasizes the possibility for an
energy efficient solution, e.g., with a dynamic sampling rate,
meaning low rate during stable states (positions) and high
during movement (transitions).
c) Reduced Number of Sensors: As a high number of sensors
is undesirable, reducing the number of sensors was investi-
gated. The results show that only using the leg sensors reduce
the performance for the general model, but keeps the high
performance for the individual models. This is caused by the
individual preference and consistency of how to assume the
positions.
C. Application in the Real World
The real world data experiment demonstrates that the general
model performs accurately for the positions the participants
adopt during the night, even though the general model is
not trained on the participant real world data. In contrast,
the individual model fails, leading to the conclusion that the
simulated data does not represent the real world scenario in
general. For an accurate position detection system it seems
therefore more appropriate to use a general model which is
trained on a subgroup of people and thereby captures the
variability in the positions. For energy efficiency reasons a
model was trained using only three of the best features,
resulting in similar high accuracy. This provides a model
which can work with only three 1-axis accelerometers.
The classification gives appropriate results for most sleep
positions, but has more difficulties when there is no difference
in orientation between the positions. This is the case for the
lateral positions including (R/L)LT and (R/L)(L/R)LB . This
is because accelerometers cannot capture the relative position
in space, but only the orientation of the sensors. To distinguish
all of the three higher granularity lateral positions in Fig. 2(b)
a numerical integration concept is proposed in Section VI.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
It has been shown that by using the accelerometers in
Shimmer3 devices, eight specific positions can be detected
even under a low sampling rate. Furthermore, the study has
shown that the number of sensors can be reduced for just a
small cost in performance. The general model appeared to be
the best option for a real world application, better capturing
the variability of the positions. By including these findings
into a sleep quality assessment, sleep behaviour can likely be
better understood.
Future work will integrate the sleep position recognition in a
sleep quality representation. Supplementary position informa-
tion could help users to self-manage their sleep better. The
presented system can easily be applied for bed exit detection.
Additionally, the current list of tracked positions will be ex-
tended. Positions, such as the four positions that were merged
(shown in Fig. 2(b)), were hard to distinguish using orientation
information only. This can possibly be solved by including
the position of the feet into the calculation, this information
can be extracted by integrating the accelerometer data twice.
The limitation of the concept is, that numerical integration
increases small errors drastically. Therefore, integration should
be conducted during a short period of time. This is the case
during the real world monitored transitions, where the average
transition time was measured to be around three seconds.
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